
Here's your chance to try Qigong, the ancient art of 
building the body’s Qi (energy) to a higher level and 
circulating it throughout the body for rejuvenation 
and health. Guided by instructor David Silver, this 
gentle exercise is a highly effective way to reduce 

stress, enhance healing, and generally improve your 
quality of life. After your first class, enjoy a delicious 
dinner at local favorite Mooncussers, a wine, martini, 

and tapas tavern in Harwich Port.
 

ONE MONTH OF QIGONG CLASSES
WITH CAPE COD QIGONG

 
GIFT CERTIFICATE TO

MOONCUSSER'S TAVERN



Relax & Recharge for a day in Osterville! Visit 
massage therapist and CWC practitioner Melissa 
Furtado at her new massage venture, bLiss, for a 

90-minute massage. Afterwards, take a short 
walk around the corner to Crisp Flatbread for a 

relaxing lunch in a rustic-chic atmosphere 
featuring wood-fired flatbread pizzas & 

homemade pasta dishes.

90-MINUTE MASSAGE WITH 
MELISSA FURTADO AT BLISS SALON

 
GIFT CERTIFICATE TO

CRISP FLATBREAD



Relax & Recharge for a day in West Dennis! 
Grab your new tote bag and sweatshirt and 
head over to Nove Yoga & Wellness for the 
first of 5 complimentary yoga classes. Step 

next door to Three Fins and warm up with a 
specialty coffee in your new tumbler, ground 
from two luxurious whole bean blends: Beach 

Bum Espresso or Costa Rican.  
 

5 YOGA CLASSES, TOTE BAG & SWEATSHIRT
FROM NOVE YOGA AND WELLNESS

 
TUMBLER & 2 BAGS OF WHOLE BEAN COFFEE 

BLENDS FROM THREE FINS



On a street with over 40 family owned and operated 
restaurants, Hyannis' Main Street is proud to tell the 

story of great food representing international cultures 
from around the world. Celebrate this diversity with a 
pastry at Belgian and French cafe Chez Antoine, and 
a Northern Italian dinner at Alberto's Restaurant. Let 
your taste buds travel south of the border to Anejo 

Mexican Bistro. Get your seafood fix at local staples 
Spanky's Clam Shack and Fresh Ketch.  

Delicious travels, friends!

GIFT CERTIFICATES TO:
 

CHEZ ANTOINE CAFE, ANEJO MEXICAN BISTRO, 
ALBERTO'S RESTAURANT, SPANKY'S CLAM SHACK,

FRESH KETCH
 



Surprise your partner (or treat yourself!) with a special date 
and settle in to enjoy a beautiful evening at home with help 

from the Cape’s best local vendors. Start the evening off 
with a glass of Josh wine, poured from bottles autographed 

by Joseph Carr. Light two gorgeous candles from 
Mayflower Chatham. Set out a gourmet cheese board 

featuring cheese from Brewster cheese shop ACK Gioia. 
Crack open your brand new cookbook, and prep your meal 

with olive oil and vinegar from Gustare in Chatham. Oh, and 
the groceries? They’re covered, courtesy of Ring Brothers. 

Mangia!
 TWO BOTTLES OF JOSH WINE AUTOGRAPHED BY 

JOSEPH CARR
 

GIFT BASKET FROM GUSTARE
 

GIFT CERTIFICATES TO 
RING BROTHERS MARKETPLACE & ACK GIOIA CHEESE SHOP

 
2 CANDLES FROM MAYFLOWER CHATHAM

 



Enjoy the best that Orleans has to offer with this exciting 
package! Treat yourself to a stress-free, custom shopping 

experience at Coastal Bridal Boutique, formerly Vintage in
Vogue, where a stylist will match you with the perfect dress, 
formal gown, or wedding gown. Receive 25% off the dress of 

your choosing and a free accessory. Head over to Cape 
Massage for your first of two massages with massage 

therapist Brooke Jessop. Unwind just around the corner at 
Oceanair Himalayan Salt Cave, where you can relax in zero 

gravity reclining chairs and soak in the mineral-rich Himalayan 
salt to counteract the negative impact of modern life.

2-HOUR STYLIST CONSULT WITH UP TO 4 GUESTS
25% off of the gown of your choosing & a free accessory
at COASTAL BRIDAL BOUTIQUE (bridal or non-bridal!)

 
2 MASSAGES FROM CAPE MASSAGE

 
SALT CAVE EXPERIENCES FROM 

OCEANAIR HIMALAYAN SALT CAVE



Don't we all wish we could while away a warm summer day
on Chatham Main Street? Start your day off with a relaxing 
facial or massage at Le Petite Day Spa. Enjoy a customized 
shopping experience at Chatham Clothing Bar, where you'll 

meet with an experienced stylist to pick out TWO NEW 
OUTFITS! Afterwards, wear one of your new looks out on 

the town for a delicious meal at local favorite, the Impudent 
Oyster. Stop by the Chatham Candy Manor before you 

head home for a sweet treat! Daycation mode: activated.

PERSONAL SHOPPING EXPERIENCE WITH UP TO 3 GUESTS
& 2 NEW OUTFITS AT CHATHAM CLOTHING BAR

 
GIFT CERTIFICATES TO:

 
LE PETITE DAY SPA 
IMPUDENT OYSTER

CHATHAM CANDY MANOR


